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An E�cient Content-Based Video Coding
Method for Distance Learning Applications

T. Lot�1, M. Bagheri1, A.A. Darabi1 and S. Kasaei1;�

Abstract. This paper presents a novel method for cooperative educational dissemination systems.
Taking into consideration the inherent characteristics of distance learning video streams (existence of a
few slow moving objects in a classroom), we have proposed a novel content-based video coding method that
is very e�cient at low bitrate channels. On the encoding side, we have applied a background subtraction
algorithm for motion segmentation using a novel statistical background modeling approach. At each frame,
the moving objects are extrapolated with a rectangular model and tracked frame by frame (which forms the
only data needed to be sent over the channel). On the decoding side, we have used a new error concealment
algorithm (based on edge information of frames) to eliminate probable channel errors in the received data.
Moreover, a new fuzzy scene modeling algorithm is proposed that adaptively computes the alpha blending
coe�cient (used in dynamic video mosaicing) and reconstructs the original video scene from partially
overlapped frames. Our experiments show that the proposed coding system is very e�cient in real-time
video webcasting with approximately 24 fps for CIF formatted sequences (and at a minimum of 13 fps
transmission for 720� 576 frame sizes). Applying our proposed system has reduced the required bitrate of
H.264 and MPEG-4 coding standards by about 2.5% to 8%, respectively, with almost the same, or even
better, reconstructed video qualities.
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INTRODUCTION

Advancements in communication technology are
changing the way people around the world teach and
learn, since the Internet, bulletin board systems, email
and multimedia have already been incorporated into
the daily lives of most college students. Applying
these new technologies to instruction in technical com-
munications introduces a great challenge for schools,
lecturers and researchers in conventional classrooms,
as well as in distance learning environments. One
of the main aspects of distance learning systems is
educational video webcasting. Because of existence of
limited and low bandwidth connections to the Internet
in developing countries (mostly 56 Kb dialup modem
connections), introducing new video coding methods
for real-time video compression forms a very important
�eld of research.

A wide variety of methods has been reported to
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compress video streams, but a few have introduced
context dependent methods for video coding. In this
paper, we have proposed a new video encoder/decoder
system adapted for real-time educational video dissem-
ination. The system is based on the segmentation,
tracking and modeling of moving objects on the en-
coder side, and a new method for video mosaicing and
error concealment on the decoder side.

Conducted experiments show that the proposed
system is very e�cient in distance learning video
webcasting.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
First, a short literature review is given. Then, di�erent
steps of the proposed system are introduced. Following
that experimental results are discussed and �nally, the
paper is concluded.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The main purpose of distance learning is to over-
come the barriers of geographical separation between
teachers and learners. According to the usual dis-
tance learning systems [1,2], it is well-known that
a good distance learning system should provide stu-
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dents with a visual classroom environment; that is
the students are able to see the teachers' motions
and hear his/her voice, while they can also get the
assistant data information used by the teacher during
his/her teaching (i.e., used PowerPoint document).
Considering these requirements, two main types of
information should be provided in a distance learning
system. One is the video/audio stream (recording of
the whole teaching process) and the other is the data
information.

One of the main aspects of distance learning
systems is educational video webcasting. Because of
the existence of limited and low bandwidth connections
to the Internet (mostly by 56 Kb dialup modem con-
nections), introducing new video coding methods for
real-time video compression is still a crucial problem.
In order to reduce the required bitrate, in this paper, on
the encoder side, motion segmentation, moving object
tracking and the removal of shadow cast from moving
objects are applied at the preprocessing stages and
on the decoder side, the error concealment and video
mosaicing are applied at the postprocessing stages (see
Figure 1). The related literature for each process is
explained next.

Motion Segmentation and Moving Object
Tracking

In recent years, motion segmentation and the tracking
of moving objects have been widely used in various
applications, including video compression and video
surveillance. Video surveillance applications use mo-
tion segmentation and the tracking of objects of inter-
est using multiple cameras, in order to study about
movements occurred in a scene [3], whereas video
compression applications use these in order to extract
foreground regions from the background to compress

each object via di�erent bitrate, according to the
limited network bandwidths [4].

Object segmentation methods are generally di-
vided into feature-based and motion-based groups. The
motion-based segmentation methods are divided into
temporal subtraction [5], optical ow [6], background
subtraction [7] and hybrid [8,9] methods. In back-
ground subtraction methods, each frame is simply
subtracted from the background model to segment the
moving objects. Therefore, it needs to consider a model
for the background region and update it in consequent
frames. The model can be obtained by temporal
averaging [7], adaptive Gaussian [10] or statistic [3]
methods. Obtaining the model, the moving object can
be tracked, frame by frame, using a tracking method,
such as Kalman �ltering [11], particle �ltering [12] or
mean shift tracking [13].

In this paper, we propose a novel temporal motion
bu�ering method as a background modeling technique.

Removing Shadow Cast from Moving Objects

The detection and tracking of moving objects is the
core of many applications dealing with image se-
quences. One of the most important challenges of
these applications is identifying the moving object
and its cast shadow. Shadows cause serious problems
when segmenting and extracting moving objects (due
to misclassi�cation of shadow regions as foreground
areas). Shadows can cause object merging, object
shape distortion and even object missing. Also, in
object-based video compression applications, it can
increase the required bitrate. The di�culties associ-
ated with shadow detection arise since shadows and
objects share two important visual features. First,
shadow regions are extracted as foreground areas, since
they typically di�er signi�cantly from the background.
Second, shadows have the same motion as the objects

Figure 1. Block diagram of proposed coding system.
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casting them. As such, shadow identi�cation is critical
both for still images and image sequences [14].

Most of the reported approaches on shadow re-
moval have taken into account the shadow model
described in [15,16]. Non-deterministic approaches
consider whether the decision process introduces and
exploits uncertainty. Deterministic approaches use
an on/o� decision process, whereas statistical ap-
proaches use probabilistic functions to describe the
class membership. Introducing uncertainty to the class
membership assignment can reduce noise sensitivity by
relaxing ill-posed constraints. In statistical methods,
the parameter selection is a critical issue. The studies
reported in [17,18] are examples of parametric and non-
parametric approaches, respectively.

Within the deterministic class (see [19]), another
sub-classi�cation can be based on whether the on/o�
decision can be supported by model-based knowledge
or not. Choosing a model-based approach achieves
undoubtedly the best results, but most of the time
it is too complex and time consuming compared to
non model-based approaches. Moreover, the number
and complexity of models increase rapidly if the aim
is to deal with complex and cluttered environments
with di�erent lighting conditions, object classes and
perspective views.

To deal with the above mentioned problems of
segmentation and tracking, in this paper, we have
proposed a new non-parametric statistical shadow re-
moval method, based on the lighting direction. Our
method computes the dominant direction of lighting
and segments the shadow accordingly.

Error Concealment

Modern spatial error concealment techniques can be
classi�ed into four main methods: exemplar-based, ten-
sor voting-based, stochastic-based and interpolation-
based. These are briey explained next.

I. Exemplar-based methods assume that each block
of an input image can be reconstructed using other
blocks of the same image. In [20], a simple method
of this group has been proposed, which conceals the
whole erroneous block with another block of that
image after adjusting its intensity. An advanced
version of this method was proposed in [21], which
divides the damaged block into small blocks and
searches for each subblock, independently. The
major weakness of this method is its content
independent block division. Other methods of this
group were proposed in [22-25].

II. Tensor voting-based methods calculate the tensors
around the damaged block and approximate the
tensor of lost pixels by voting [26]. Although these
methods produce impressive results, their real-time

implementation is impossible due to their high
complexity.

III. Stochastic-based methods use statistical character-
istics of pixels around the lost block to approximate
its pixel values. They often assume a Markov
model to simplify their calculations and employ
the Bayesian formula to describe the problem [27].
These methods usually have two major weaknesses:
They yield blur results because of the simplifying
assumptions, and high complexity due to the
required iterations.

IV. Interpolation-based methods attempt to interpo-
late pixel values in the lost block using border
pixels of that block. In [28], a very fast method
was proposed which conceals the erroneous block
with the aim of directional interpolation. In [29],
an advanced version of that method has been
proposed, which can cope with more di�cult
situations. Their major limitation is weakness in
texture reconstruction.

The aim of our used concealment method is to
overcome the shortcomings of the exemplar-based and
interpolation-based methods (namely, content indepen-
dent block shape and poor texture reconstruction)
and to design a fast and accurate error concealment
method. The details are given in the following section.

Video Mosaicing

Mosaicing is the process of reconstructing a wide
scene model by aligning and properly blending to-
gether partially overlapped frames acquired by a video
sequence captured from a wide scene. According to
this de�nition, we can reconstruct any wide scene from
related mosaic frames if the transformation parameters
of the video frames and the coordinates of the global
frame are known. Wide scene reconstruction from
a mosaic can be very useful in a wide variety of
applications; such as video surveillance and object-
based video compression and indexing [30].

There are two main types of video mosaicing
method: static and dynamic. The static mosaicing
method operates in the batch mode by aligning all
images in a �xed coordinate system. However, it
cannot completely depict the dynamic aspects of a
video sequence. The dynamic mosaicing method can
overcome this problem. This is because the content of
each new mosaic scene model is updated with the most
current information obtained from the most recent
frame [31]. For an excellent review of various types
of mosaic representation and their applications refer
to [32].

In our proposed scene modeling method, the
transformation parameters of each video frame are
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coded and sent to the decoder in the header part of
each video frame. We have also used a new smooth
blending method to combine registered frames, such
that no obstructive boundaries exist around overlapped
regions, and thus we have created a mosaic scene
model that exhibits with a very low distortion from
the original frames. The details will be given later.

PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we �rst explain the general concepts
of a distance learning video coding system and then
introduce the proposed algorithms on the encoding and
decoding sides of the coding system. Here, we have
proposed a novel method for motion segmentation and
a new algorithm for shadow removal on the encoder
side. On the decoder side, we have used a robust error
concealment method for error correction in I frames
and an adaptive method for scene modeling based on
video mosaicing. The general block diagram of our
proposed video coding system for distance learning
videos is illustrated in Figure 1. The main idea behind
our proposed coding system is decomposing the frame-
based sequences to partial frames, encoding them and
then combining the received partial frames to form a
scene-based presentation of the original video, in order
to reduce the redundant data in the transmission of
video sequences. The proposed stages on the encoder
and decoder sides are explained in detail next.

A. Encoder Side

Considering the inherent characteristics of distance
learning video streams (namely, a few moving objects
existing in the scene and objects having slow motion),
here, we have proposed a novel motion segmentation
and shadow removal algorithm for distance learning
video encoding that is very e�cient in low bitrate
channels.

On the encoder side, �rst, a new temporal motion

bu�ering method which uses a hierarchical segmenta-
tion technique is introduced to extract moving objects
in the scene. Then, a new shadow removal algorithm,
which uses the edge information of moving objects
is introduced to remove shadow casts from moving
objects. These are explained next.

Motion Segmentation

A common approach for motion segmentation is to per-
form background subtraction, which identi�es moving
objects from the portion of a video frame that di�ers
signi�cantly from the background model. There are
many challenges in developing a proper background
subtraction algorithm. The requirements include:

I. Robustness against illumination changes;

II. Avoidance of detecting non-stationary back-
ground regions and shadows cast by moving ob-
jects;

III. Fast reaction to changes in background areas and,
�nally;

IV. Performance in real-time [33].

Figure 2 shows the general diagram of our proposed
motion segmentation model.

Regions of Interest in Foreground Model
In this process, the wavelet transform is used as a
powerful tool for e�ciently �nding regions that contain
moving objects. It is known that the averaged subim-
age is much more robust to noise, but misses some
details, while the detailed subimages are vulnerable in
the presence of noise, but they contain the required
details.

The proposed algorithm fuses these two properties
to obtain better results. In our approach, as shown
in Figure 3, at �rst, the Haar wavelet is used to
decompose the input frame into averaged and detailed
subimages. These subimages are then subtracted

Figure 2. Proposed motion segmentation model.
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Figure 3. Flowchart of proposed region of interest �nding.

from their counterparts in the prior frame. Next, by
applying hard thresholding, the subimages are mapped
into binary images. Having binary images, their con-
nected components are obtained. Here, the connected
components are rectangle-wise. By this assumption,
a new true point is recognized if it appears near the
previous component rectangles, and the rectangle is
expanded to cover that point. Otherwise, a new
component rectangle is established. To decrease the
e�ect of noise, the components in detailed subimages
are taken as moving regions if they have some overlaps
with the components in the averaged subimage.

Figure 4 shows an example of how these subim-
ages are fused to form the Regions Of Interest (ROI).
This process improves the performance of the system,
mainly because:

I The subsequent processes are only applied to the
obtained ROI, and thus the complexity of the
system is e�ectively reduced;

II Each foreground region can be processed indepen-
dently using its related designed process and;

III. The powerful denoising property of the wavelet
transform is employed to enhance the resulted
foreground regions.

Now, we can �nd the ROI that are moving in the scene
and extrapolate with rectangular bounding boxes.
Each rectangular bounding box creates a new frame
that contains moving objects. For example, in distance
learning videos, the teacher is extrapolated with a
rectangular frame as a moving object.

Background Modeling
The basic concept in this method is that any pixel
at each frame cannot remain as the foreground for
L subsequent frames or more. According to this
fact, after L frames, if the value of a pixel changes
more than a determined threshold, then, the model
of the background in that pixel becomes equal to

Figure 4. Finding regions of interest (noisy ellipse is removed).
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the corresponding pixel value in the current frame.
Otherwise, a weighted average of pixel values in the
current frame and the previous model is obtained as the
background model. The background model is updated
using:

Mb(x; y; t) =(
I(x; y; t) if jI(x; y; t)�I(x; y; t��t)j>threashold
�I(x; y; t) + (1� �)Mb(x; y; t� 1) else (1)

where Mb(x; y; t) and I(x; y; t) denote pixel values in
the model and current frame, respectively. The value
of � is chosen, based on the amount of noise and light
change in the frames. In noisy environments (such as
outdoor environments), using high values (near to one)
for � is more appropriate. In this method, the bu�er
size, L, is calculated as:

L = �t� frame rate; (2)

where �t represents the maximum interval at which
the largest object in the video frame moves W pixels,
and W is the width of the largest object in the scene
(see Figure 5). In this model, no pixel remains as the
foreground more than �t times, because this is the
maximum interval at which the moving object overlaps
with one pixel.

In order to improve the process, we update the
model in regions with no motion. In this updating
mechanism, the parameter values of the model become
equal to the values of corresponding pixels at each
frame.

Using the above mentioned temporal motion
bu�ering method, we have obtained a robust and fast
model of the background regions. Then, by using a
simple background subtraction process, the foreground
model at each frame is achieved.

In this method, using a minimum threshold value
for the size of the moving object frames, and only con-
sidering the objects with a larger size for transmission

Figure 5. Calculation of �t parameter in video frames.

can be very e�cient. As such, only these frames along
with some header information (such as the position of
each frame in the scene and a foreground mask created
from background subtraction method) are sent to the
receiver.

Because moving objects might have di�erent
shapes and motions in time, �nding a �xed size for
bounding boxes is ine�cient. One solution to this
problem is using 16 � 16 Basic Blocks (BB). Each
frame is constructed with a minimum possible number
of BB. The main reason for using 16 � 16 BB is
its compatibility with a H.264 standard BB size. In
our implementation, the header information is coded
in the header part of the transfer block of H.264
standard. We actually decompose our frames to BB
with header information and then transmit it under a
H.264 standard.

Shadow Cast Detection Using Moving Objects

The basic idea of our proposed shadow detection
method is using the concept that, since temporal
di�erence methodology approaches are less sensitive
to shadows, they can exclusively show the borders
of moving objects. On the other hand, background
modeling approaches determine pixels inside the object
as the moving part, but they are much more sensitive
to shadows and captured noise. In this section, we have
used borders of segments and a temporal di�erence of
frames to remove shadows. To reduce the e�ects of
shadows, it is bene�cial to separate the information of
chrominance from the luminance of pixels. To do so,
we have used the normalized rgb color format by:

r =
R

R+G+B
;

g =
G

R+G+B
;

b =
B

R+G+B
: (3)

Knowing the fact that shadows are less sensitive to
chromaticity, the new coordinate is immune to shad-
ows. For temporal di�erentiation (r, g) is used as the
value of each pixel at each frame.

The proposed method uses the intersections of
segment boundaries (obtained in the previous section)
and a temporal di�erence image to �nd sections having
overlaps with the boundaries of real objects. To have
segment boundaries, the Canny operator is used to
retain the continuity of edges. Then, the AND operator
is used to obtain the intersection of segment borders
and the temporal di�erence image by:

Int (S;D) = Canny (S) & D; (4)

where S denotes the borders of the segmented image
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and D denotes the temporal subtraction of consequent
frames. The aim is to specify the segments that are
relevant to each pixel of Int (S, D) in Equation 4.

Obtaining the intersection of segment borders (S)
and the temporal subtraction image (D), the point
members of both images (Int (S;D)) must be assigned
to proper segments. To fade shadows, the algorithm
assigns points to segments in such a way that no points
are assigned to segments related to shadows. As such,
the algorithm assigns edges in the opposite direction to
the main light direction. Consequently, the main light
direction must be found �rst. Considering one light
source, the algorithm is discussed below:

1. For each of the 4 main directions, named L, do the
following steps;

2. Mark border pixels (obtained from temporal sub-
traction images) on the segmented image;

3. Move the segmented image toward the L direction
and �nd the number of background to foreground
switching according to the marked pixels, and name
it Nl;

4. Move the segmented image toward the L direction
and �nd the number of foreground to background
switching according to the marked pixels, and name
it Nr;

5. Compare Nl with Nr and �nd the di�erence, Nd;
6. Determine the L with the largest Nd as the main

light direction.

Finding the main light direction, the following al-
gorithm employs the main light direction (Dl), the
intersection image (Int) and the segment image (Is)
to assign points properly, in order to vanish shadow
segments. For each line, l, in the Dl direction, apply
the following step:

1. Call the direction of lighting � and the counter of
it � (i.e. if the direction of the light is from right to
left, � is on the right side and � is on the left side).

2. Continue scanning Int from � to � to reach the �rst
point at Int. Assign this point to the segment in the
� neighbor direction of it (i.e., if the direction of the
light is from right to left, assign that point to the
segment at its left).

3. After �nding the �rst point in the intersection,
assign that point in the � neighbor direction.

4. Consider segments with no points assigned to them
as shadow segments.

This procedure is illustrated in Figure 5. The reason for
using the direction of light is that, when points, except
the �rst point assigned in the opposite direction to the
light, the segments of shadows have no points in their
region and they can be identi�ed. To �nd the main

direction of light, the following process is suggested.
For each D direction, take the following steps.

1. In the previously obtained foreground mask, scan
lines in the D direction and count transitions from
background to foreground that correspond to the
temporal di�erence image and name it Nl.

2. In the previously obtained foreground mask, scan
lines in the D direction and count transitions from
foreground to background that correspond to the
temporal di�erence image and name it Nr.

3. Name the di�erence of Nr and Nl as Dd.
4. The main direction of light is the direction for which

Dd is maximized.

The main idea of this method is that when the direction
in which the di�erence of pixel transitions from back-
ground to foreground placed on real borders (temporal
di�erence of image) and foreground to background
placed on real borders is maximized, it is the main
direction of light. Figure 6 depicts this idea for a
sample image.

B. Decoder Side

On the decoder side, two new methods are performed.
The proposed error concealment method (which uses

Figure 6. Finding the main light direction. (a)
Segmented image; (b) Borders obtained from temporal
subtraction; (c) Marked pixels on segmented image
(dashed pixels do not participate in
foreground-background switching, because shadow pixels
after them are taken into account as foreground pixels).
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the homogeneous preconception of special adjacent
pixels to conceal every lost block on the channel) and
the proposed fuzzy scene modeling, which uses the
motion parameters of each partial frame (proportional
scale and speed of moving objects) as inputs to a fuzzy
approach to adaptively determine the value of alpha
blending. These are explained next.

Error Concealment

In this section, the error concealment method is
described. It consists of four main blocks: image
cropping, image segmentation, segmentation matching
and inpainting (see Figure 7). The error concealment
algorithm is described as follows [34]:

1. Crop the image around the erroneous block; seg-
ment the cropped region.

2. Connect the broken segments using the borders
of each segment by the following procedure (see
Figure 8):

a. Calculate the intersections of the segment bor-
ders with erroneous block sides as entry points.

b. Select a straight line that satis�es the following
properties:
i. It connects the entry points of neighbor

segments to the lost block.
ii. The di�erence of their entrance angles are

about 180 degrees.
c. Consider di�erent regions that have been cre-

ated by estimating these lines as the inputs of
the inpainting process.

3. Inpaint each segment individually, by the following
procedure (see Figure 9):

Figure 7. Error concealment method. (a) Input image
(overlaid box is the cropped image); (b) Zoomed cropped
region; (c) Segmentation result; (d) Matched segments; (e)
Inpainted regions.

Figure 8. Segment matching process of error concealment
method. (a) Segmented regions (numbered 1 to 6
according to borders); (b) Labeled intersection points of
segment borders to the missed block; (c) Assigned straight
lines; (d) Allocated segments of divided missed block.

a) Create a border mask around the input mask.
This border mask consists of reliable informa-
tion of the original image. (The width of this
border mask can be adjusted by the user in the
initial system setup.)

b) De�ne the search region. In our proposed
method, since we know the segments that sur-
round the input mask, these segments are used
as the search region.

c) Obtain the best match that minimizes the abso-
lute error between current and remote borders.

d) Adjust the mean of the remote region and
replace the current region by the remote region
of the remote mask.

Fuzzy Scene Modeling

In this section, the subsequent steps of the proposed
fuzzy scene modeling method are explained in detail.
Figure 10 shows the reconstruction of the scene on the
decoder side.

Region MO and B represent the current partial
frame that updates the mosaic scene, and region A
represents the reconstructed region from prior partial
frames. The next section introduces our proposed
method, to adaptively blend region B of the current
frame in the reconstructed scene.

Object Blending Criteria
There are many challenges in developing a proper
blending algorithm to strictly blend partial frames and
create a reconstructed mosaic from the scene. The
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Figure 9. Inpaint process of exemplar-based error concealment method. Top: Missed part values of the segment. Bottom:
Mean adjustment method (compare the area around the missed part and the selected part).

Figure 10. Scene reconstruction on decoder side.

main criteria for developing a robust and e�cient
blending algorithm include:

I. Minimization of temporal variations in the back-
ground area. Note that the background informa-
tion contained in the current compensated image
~It can be di�erent from the existing mosaic image.
As a consequence, the mosaic images, Mt and
Mt�1 can be signi�cantly modi�ed in the area
updated by ~It. If these changes are too strong,
they will degrade the temporal quality of the
mosaic sequence by arti�cially introducing strong
temporal variations and arti�cial boundaries at
the limits of the updated and non-updated areas.

II. Minimization of temporal delay. Note that a
mosaic image is not temporally homogeneous,
since it is calculated using several images. As a
consequence, a temporal delay can be associated
to each pixel. For many applications it will be

important to have the temporal mosaic image as
close as possible to the current image.

III. Performing in real-time.

In order to meet the above mentioned criteria, here
we have proposed a fuzzy approach to alpha blending.
In our approach, the value of the alpha blending
coe�cient is obtained adaptively, with respect to the
speed and scale of the moving objects.

Moving Object Blending
We have selected some related motion parameters,
based on blending criteria. From the experiments, we
have concluded that the speed of moving objects in
a sequence and the scales of each moving object have
the most e�ect on the blending criteria. Therefore,
we have de�ned the speed and scale parameters of
each moving object as a basis for our adaptive alpha
coe�cient calculation.

In order to apply warping parameters to moving
objects, we have to use a rectangular model. As men-
tioned previously, applying the warping parameters on
the rectangular model is fairly fast and suitable. In
these models, some pixels which do not belong to the
moving object regions and are extrapolated with model
boundaries play an important role in the blending
process (see Figure 9b).

In our proposed method, to create the dynamic
mosaic, Mt, from the scene, we use a weighted combina-
tion of these pixel values ~It (black region in Figure 9b)
and values of the corresponding pixels in the static
mosaic background, Mt�1, using:

Mt = (1� �)Mt�1 + �~It: (5)
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The weighting coe�cients, �, vary as a fuzzy function
of the related motion parameters of moving objects.

Moving Object Speed
Based on our experiments, there is a direct relation
between the moving object speed and the temporal
variation of background information in the current
image ~It.

In fact, when the speed of a moving object in a
scene increases, the temporal variation of background
information also increases. Therefore, the alpha coe�-
cient in blending must be decreased (the �rst criteria).

According to this fact, we introduce a method
to calculate the speed of the moving object model
in image It. In our method, we suppose that the
maximum temporal movement of each moving object
in image It is R, which is equal to the diameter of
the rectangular model. Then, we can de�ne the speed
ratio (0 < Vr <1) for each moving object model as the
object model movement in proportion to the maximum
model movement, R, during two consequent images in
the sequence. This is illustrated in Figure 11.

Calculation of the speed ratio, Vr, for the moving
object models is done by:

R =
p
X2 + Y 2; Vr =

v
R
;

v =
p
x2 + y2: (6)

Now, we de�ne some linguistic quanti�cation about
the speed ratio as the fuzzy sets and then assign our
obtained speed ratio to these fuzzy sets with their
appropriate membership values. We use three linguistic
quanti�cations, including \low speed", \normal speed"
and \high speed" motions in our implementations and
design an appropriate Gaussian membership function
based on our empirical results (see Figure 12.)

Moving Object Scale
The scale of moving objects in the input image se-
quence is one of the most e�ective parameters in

Figure 11. Moving object speed calculation.

Figure 12. Speed membership function.

the blending process. Based on our experiments,
there is an inverse relation between the amount of
background information in the object model and its
alpha blending value. In fact, when we have little
background information in our model, we give them the
most priority to display (bigger alpha blending value).
In this method, we de�ne the scale of the moving object
with an inverse relation to the amount of background
information in our moving object rectangular model.
Therefore, the scale parameter of a moving object is
de�ned by:

Scale =
Object Area
Model Area

: (7)

The scale parameter is in range [0-1]. Now, we
can de�ne some other fuzzy sets and fuzzi�cate our
scale parameters. We introduce our fuzzy sets with
a Gaussian membership function and assign a lin-
guistic quanti�cation to each fuzzy set, such as \big
scales", \medium scales" and \small scales". Figure 13
illustrates the used membership function for scale
parameters.

Adaptive Alpha Blending Coe�cients
In order to adaptively obtain the most appropriate
value for the alpha blending coe�cient, we complete
our fuzzy inference system with fuzzi�cation in our
outputs (alpha blending coe�cients) and design an
adequate rule based on our knowledge.

There are many alternatives in setting up our
output membership function. Our experimental results
show that using four fuzzy sets with a Gaussian
membership function is exible enough to adapt to the

Figure 13. Scale membership function.
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variations of motion parameters. We use four linguistic
quanti�cations, including \low", \normal", \high" and
\very high" to show each fuzzy set. These are shown
in Figure 14.

One of the most important steps in our method
is the con�guration of the rule base. Our experimental
results showed that the output values (alpha blending
coe�cients) are more sensitive to the scale of moving
objects. Thus, we implemented this property in rule
6, 7 in our system (see Figure 15). Also, based on our
empirical results, we concluded that the best behavior
for the alpha blending coe�cient generator is shown in
Figure 16.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to evaluate the performance of the di�erent
steps of the proposed method, we have used three
di�erent video sequences captured from a classroom
and also the PETS 2002 indoor and outdoor standard
videos [35].

In all experiments, Videos 1-3, Video 4 and
Video 5 denote the average results of the algorithm
applied to our captured videos; outdoor PETS and
indoor PETS standard videos, respectively.

Figure 14. Alpha coe�cient membership function.

Figure 15. Assigned fuzzy rule bases.

Figure 16. Fuzzy surface of the system.

Results of Background Modeling with
Proposed Temporal Motion Bu�ering

In order to evaluate the performance of our proposed
method in background modeling and temporal motion
bu�ering, we used three alternative methods that are
mostly related to the proposed methods. These include
temporal averaging, gradient Gaussian and a mixture
of the Gaussian model. The obtained results are shown
in Figures 17 and 18.

To compare the segmentation quality of di�erent
methods, we have manually labeled the ground-truth
data on the video sequences. The ground-truth data
refer to a number of 2-D polygons in each video frame,
which approximate the contour of motion regions. The
labeled polygons do not include the shadow regions,
since our method removes object shadows as well. For
each video sequence, more than 60 frames (25% of the
whole sequence) are labeled. Based on the ground-
truth data, the quality of each method is calculated

Figure 17. Results of di�erent background models. (a)
Original frame; (b) Ground truth frame; (c) Temporal
averaging; (d) Gradient Gaussian; (e) Mixture of
Gaussian; (f) Proposed temporal motion bu�ering.
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Figure 18. Results of di�erent background models. (a)
Original frame; (b) Ground truth frame; (c) Temporal
averaging; (d) Gradient Gaussian; (e) Mixture of
Gaussian; (f) Proposed temporal motion bu�ering.

using:

Error =

P
8x;y

XOR(Iideal(x; y):Imotion(x; y))P
8x;y

1
: (8)

Table 1 lists the percentage of correct pixels found for
each method and Table 2 shows the elapsed time of
each method.

Results of Segmentation Algorithm

In order to assess our segmentation method, we com-
pared its performance with that of the best known

graph-based segmentation method called a graph cut.
Tables 3 and 4 list the percentage of correct pixels
found for each method and their related complexity
cost, respectively.

Results of Shadow Cast Detection

In order to evaluate our shadow removal method, we
compared the performance of our algorithm with that
of the LBP, which is one of the fast statistical shadow
removal algorithms. The LBP method is based on the
texture similarity of the neighborhood of each pixel.
We compared our method in percentage of correctly
obtained pixels and time complexity. According to
the obtained results, although LBP is about two times
faster that our method, according to Equation 8, its
quality is about 30% lower than ours. Figure 19 shows
the preprocessing step to extract edges for the proposed

Figure 19. Sample images used for proposed shadow
removal algorithm. ( a) Canny edge detected result; (b)
Two consequent frames di�erence; (c) Logical \AND" of
images shown in (a) and (b).

Table 1. Error comparison of di�erent background modeling methods using Equation 8.

Video
Type

Frame
Size

Temporal
Averaging

Model

Gradient
Gaussian

Model

Mixture of
Gaussian

Model

Proposed
Method

Video 1 160 � 120 0.112 0.087 0.071 0.052

Video 2 320 � 240 0.982 0.088 0.075 0.056

Video 3 640 � 480 0.104 0.091 0.0762 0.051

Video 4 768 � 520 0.121 0.080 0.0721 0.056

Video 5 720 � 576 0.982 0.082 0.0691 0.057

Table 2. Elapsed time of di�erent background modeling methods (in milliseconds).

Video
Type

Frame
Size

Temporal
Averaging

Model

Gradient
Gaussian

Model

Mixture of
Gaussian

Model

Proposed
Method

Video 1 128 � 96 1.21 162 14 8.23

Video 2 360 � 288 1.51 231 31 20.2

Video 3 640 � 480 2.53 308 64 34.3

Video 4 768 � 520 2.92 432 87 42.8

Video 5 720 � 576 2.81 354 76 60.2
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Table 3. Percentage of correct pixel by two di�erent segmentation methods.

Video Type Video 1 Video 2 Video 3 Video 4 Video 5

Graph-cut 87.8% 95.7% 83.8% 88.8% 87.75%

Proposed 91.96% 96.95% 91.47% 91.33% 89.91%

Table 4. Elapsed time of segmentation methods (in milliseconds).

Video Type Video 1 Video 2 Video 3 Video 4 Video 5

Graph-cut 62 142 258 358 410

Proposed 3.85 13.37 17.18 16.19 20.25

shadow removal algorithm. Comparing the results
shown in Figure 20e and 20f shows that this method
is naive in removing shadow cast. Also, Table 5 lists
the elapsed time of these methods and Table 6 shows
the percentage of correctly obtained pixels from each
algorithm.

Results of Error Concealment

In our system, as we concealed probable errors in I
frames caused by transmission failures, the algorithm
was tested on some standard still images and di�erent
QCIF formatted video sequences using an OpenCv
package [36] in [34].

Other results obtained from our videos have been
tested subjectively, using the opinions of 15 persons.
These results are shown in Figure 21. Table 7 shows
the subjective measurement using:

Figure 20. Results of di�erent shadow cast removal
algorithms. (a) Main frame; (b) Without shadow removal;
(c) Di�erence frame; (d) Intersection of di�erence frame
and object boundaries; (e) LBP algorithm; (f) Proposed
method.

R =

nP
k=1

sknk
nP
k=1

nk
: (9)

Result of Fuzzy Scene Modeling

The experiments were carried out using the CIF for-
matted test sequences \Stefan", \Indoor PETs 2002"
and \Bus". Figure 22 shows the mosaic image obtained
from 60 images of the well-known \Stefan" sequence.
Figures 22d and 22f show the obtained wide scene
of the \Stefan" sequence constructed by the dynamic

Table 5. Elapsed time of two shadow removal methods at
each frame (in milliseconds).

Video Type Video Size LBP
Method

Proposed
Method

Video 1 160 � 120 0.31 0.61

Video 2 320 � 240 0.42 0.82

Video 3 640 � 480 0.53 1.34

Video 4 768 � 520 0.62 1.52

Video 5 720 � 576 0.67 1.35

Table 6. Percentage of correctly obtained pixels of
di�erent shadow removal methods using Equation 8.

Video Type Video Size LBP
Method

Proposed
Method

Video 1 160 � 120 68.11% 86.54%

Video 2 320 � 240 68.03% 81.32%

Video 3 640 � 480 67.68% 84.87%

Video 4 768 � 520 67.36% 86.31%

Video 5 720 � 576 67.20% 83.9%
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Figure 21. Results of error concealment method. (a), (d), (g) and (j): Original frames; (b), (e), (h) and (k): Erroneous
frames, (black blocks are missed); (c), (f), (i) and (l): Concealed frames (see [37] for more results).
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Table 7. Subjective measures of error concealment method.

Excellent (5) Good (4) Fail (3) Poor (2) Unsatisfactory (1) Total
Measure

Gold
Measure

Video 3 9 4 2 0 0 4.47 5

Video 4 10 3 1 1 0 4.47 5

Video 5 10 4 1 0 0 4.6 5

Figure 22. (a)-(c) Original images of input \Stefan" sequence; (d) Blended moving object on the background mosaic with
constant alpha blending coe�cient (Alpha = 0.8); (e) Zoomed on moving object shown in (d); (f) Blended moving object
using proposed method; (g) Zoomed on moving object shown in (f); Borders of the chair (overlaid zone) in background of
(g) are sharper than in (e).

mosaicing method. Then, moving objects are blended
on them by applying two speci�c coe�cient genera-
tion methods: the constant alpha blending and the
adaptively alpha blending. In Figures 22e and 22f, for
better observation of the quality of these results, we
have shown the zoomed on parts of the blended moving
object in the obtained dynamic mosaic images.

In Figure 22e, one can observe some critical
misalignment artifacts around the moving object (note
the chair that overlaps with the moving object). But,

in the same region in Figure 22g, one can �nd that the
misalignments are smoothed in the distance between
the moving object and the rectangular model bound-
ary. Figures 22 and 23 present the constructed dynamic
mosaic image of the standard sequences \Stefan" and
\Indoor PETs 2002", respectively.

One type of artifact that often occurs in the
dynamic mosaic construction process is the ghosting ef-
fect; it occasionally occurs in dynamic mosaics because
of some misalignments in moving object registration or
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Figure 23. Constructed scene by proposed dynamic
mosaicing method for \Indoor PETs 2002" sequence.

Figure 24. (a) Ghosting e�ect in constant Alpha value
(image 112); (b) Removal of ghost e�ect by proposed
method.

Figure 25. Scene modeling on decoder side. (a) Original
frame; (b) Reconstructed scene from feathering method;
(c) Reconstructed scene from proposed method.

some di�culties in the motion segmentation process.
Figure 24 shows that the ghosting e�ects are removed
when using the proposed adaptive generating alpha
blending coe�cient values, based on object speeds.

Figure 25 shows the results of the proposed
adaptive alpha blending method when applied to the
\PETs 2002" sequence, compared to the feathering
blending method. The feathering algorithm caused

a boundary blurring e�ect on moving objects in the
scene. For a computational complexity comparison, we
have executed some of the well-known and conventional
blending methods, such as the constant alpha blending
coe�cient, pyramid blending [38] and GIST [39] on
three well-known sequences: \Stefan", \Indoor PETs"
and \Bus". Table 8 lists the elapsed time of these
methods.

As you can see in this table, the time complexity
of the \GIST" and pyramid blending methods is too
high for real-time applications. On average, the result-
ing mosaic qualities of these methods are visually better
than the alpha blending methods. But, due to their
high computational cost, they are more appropriate for
o�ine image blending applications.

Result of Video Compression

The time complexity of the whole system at the encoder
is listed in Table 9. It clearly shows that our proposed
method is appropriate for real-time video transmission
over the Internet, while the object's motion is smooth
and slow.

The compression rate (in MB), comparing \H.264
CODEC", \MPEG4 CODEC Normal Mode" and \Our
Proposed Method", is shown in Table 10. Tables 11
and 12 compare the performance of the proposed
method with that of two H.264 and MPEG-4 standards
by bitrate saving and PSNR quality measures. In
Figure 26, a complete PSNR comparison between the
proposed method and the H.264 baseline is presented.
At a glance, one can note that the achieved PSNR
measure is marginal, with the H.264 over 65 frames
of indoor \PETs2002" sequences.

Figure 27 shows the reconstructed scene using
our proposed method over classroom video sequences.

Figure 26. PSNR comparison between proposed method
and H.264 baseline on 65 frame of PETs 2002 indoor
sequence.
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Table 8. Elapsed time of di�erent methods (in msec/f).

Video Type
Video

Format
Pyramid
Blending

GIST
Constant

Alpha
Blending

Proposed
Method

\Stefan" CIF 1894 2099 28 120

\Indoor PETs" CIF 2254 2584 29 208

\Bus" CIF 2018 3602 21 156

Table 9. Required elapsed time of di�erent parts of proposed coding system.

Function/Video Type 160 � 120
Video 1

320 � 240
Video 2

640 � 480
Video 3

768 � 520
Video 4

720 � 576
Video 5

Moving object extraction 5.11 7.161 20.14 30.93 35.76

Background subtraction 0.64 1.53 2.74 3.31 2.80

Foreground modeling 0.21 1.31 11.13 13.43 12.21

Segmentation 3.85 13.37 17.18 16.19 20.25

Shadow removal 0.61 0.84 1.34 1.52 1.42

Total 10.42 34.211 52.19 65.38 72.44

Frames/sec 95.97 29.23 19.16 15.30 13.80

Table 10. Compressed video size by di�erent video coders (in MB).

Video Type Video
Size

Original
Video size

H.264
Encoded

MPEG4
\Normal Mode"

Proposed
Method

Video 1 160 � 120 3.847 0.938 1.015 0.912

Video 2 320 � 240 5.371 1.239 1.357 1.206

Video 3 640 � 480 4.865 1.034 1.149 1.005

Video 4 768 � 520 2.894 0.494 0.575 0.487

Video 5 720 � 576 3.348 0.917 0.967 0.893

Table 11. Bitrate saving comparison of di�erent coders.

Video Type Video Size Compared to
H.264

Compared to MPEG4
\Normal Mode"

Video 1 160 � 120 2.89% 11.33%

Video 2 320 � 240 2.81% 12.59%

Video 3 640 � 480 2.94% 14.39%

Video 4 768 � 520 1.52% 18.21%

Video 5 720 � 576 2.72% 8.36%

Table 12. PSNR quality measure.

Video Type Video
Size

H.264
Encoded

MPEG4
\Normal Mode"

Proposed
Method

Video 1 160 � 120 30.21 27.23 30.00

Video 2 320 � 240 27.54 23.45 27.34

Video 3 640 � 480 31.33 28.65 31.25

Video 4 768 � 520 35.71 33.36 34.59

Video 5 720 � 576 33.65 31.78 33.51
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Figure 27. Reconstructed scene using proposed method
on classroom sequences. (a-d) Original video scene; (e-h)
Reconstructed scene by proposed encoding method.

The basic background has been removed from the
reconstructed results so that only the reconstructed
information from our scene modeling method has been
shown in Figure 26.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced a new content-based
video coding method for distance learning video dis-
semination. We have proposed a novel method to
implement a sprite coding functionality in frame-based
video encoders, such as the H.264 standard. Our pro-
posed method consists of a novel motion segmentation
method and a new algorithm for shadow removal on
the encoder side. Also, on the decoder side of the
proposed system, we used a robust error concealment
method for error correction of lost data, and an

adaptive method for scene modeling based on video
mosaicing. The main idea behind our proposed coding
system was decomposing the frame-based sequences to
partial frames, encoding them, and then combining
the received partial frames to form a scene-based
(sprite) presentation of the original video. As such,
the proposed method e�ectively reduced the redundant
data needed for transmitting the video sequences.
Our conducted experiments showed that the proposed
encoding /decoding methods are very e�cient for
real-time distance learning video transmission, with
approximately 24 fps for CIF formatted sequences and
a minimum of 13 fps transmission for 720 � 576 frame
sizes on the encoder side. It results in about 2.5% to
8% bitrate saving, with almost the same reconstructed
video quality when compared to H.264 and MPEG-4
standards, respectively.
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